Stereoscopic slant contrast is an apparent slant induced in a stereoscopically frontal plane surface (the test) opposite in direction to the specified stereoscopic slant of a neighbouring surface (the inducer). Test surfaces offset from the inducer in a direction collinear with the axis of slant (twist) show more contrast than those offset in a direction orthogonal to the axis of slant (hinge) [van Ee, R., & Erkelens, C. J. (1996b) . Anisotropy in WernerÕs binocular depth-contrast effect. Vision Research, 36, 2253-2262]. We attribute this anisotropy to the presence and extent of a gradient of relative disparity in twist configurations and the absence of such a gradient in hinge configurations. This hypothesis was tested by measuring the perceived slant of the test and inducer surfaces for horizontal and vertical axes of inducer slant and collinear and orthogonal surface offsets. For vertical axis slant, the hypothesis was supported; contrast variations with position of the test surface could be explained by variations in relative slant. For horizontal axis slant, variations in contrast could be accounted for by normalisation of the slanted surface, with relative slant remaining constant. Two further experiments showed that the extent of the gradient of relative disparity rather than the area of texture overlap of the two surfaces best predicted the contrast results and that perceived relative slant did not vary with the absolute slants of the two surfaces. The arrangement of stereo surfaces is critical in predicting their relative slant.
Introduction
Stereoscopic slant contrast and stereoscopic slant enhancement are probably closely related. Slant contrast is the induction of perceived slant in a surface (the test surface) whose disparities are stereoscopically consistent with a frontal plane. It occurs when the test surface is placed in close proximity to another surface (the inducting surface) whose disparities form a gradient consistent with slant. The perceived slant of the test surface is in the opposite direction to the stereoscopic slant of the inducer (van Ee & Erkelens, 1996b; Gillam, Flagg, & Finlay, 1984; Graham & Rogers, 1982; Sato & Howard, 2001; Werner, 1937) . Stereoscopic slant enhancement is an increase in the perceived slant response to a positive or negative disparity gradient in the neighbourhood of a stereoscopically frontal plane surface (van Ee & Erkelens, 1996a; Gillam, Chambers, & Russo, 1988; Gillam et al., 1984; Pierce & Howard, 1997) . Slant contrast is an illusion since the surface exhibiting it has horizontal disparities consistent with a frontal plane, whereas slant enhancement usually brings perceived slant closer to geometric prediction and thus is not regarded as an illusion. The nature of these two phenomena and their relationship to each other are the subject of the present paper.
The stereoscopic slant domain is characterised by two anisotropies. The best-known anisotropy refers to the effect on the perceived slant of a surface of the meridian of the gradient of horizontal disparities present. Per- ceived slant when the gradient of horizontal disparity is in the vertical meridian (slant around a horizontal axis) has a lower detection threshold (Caganello & Rogers, 1993; Mitchison & McKee, 1990; Rogers & Graham, 1983) , is seen more quickly (linear Gillam et al., 1988) , exhibits a greater suprathreshold magnitude (Gillam & Ryan, 1992; Mitchison & McKee, 1990) , and is more resistant to conflicting perspective (Gillam & Ryan, 1992) than perceived slant for an identical gradient of horizontal disparity in the horizontal meridian (slant around a vertical axis). The existence of this axis anisotropy suggests that the shear transformations between the images in the two eyes that characterise horizontal axis slant are more effective stereoscopic slant stimuli than the compression transformations that characterise vertical axis slant (Bradshaw, Hibbard, & Gillam, 2002; Gillam et al., 1988; Hibbard, Bradshaw, Langley, & Rogers, 2002; Rogers & Graham, 1983) . These transformations are shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Before considering the relationship between slant contrast and slant enhancement it is first necessary to consider what is known about their separate effects.
Stereoscopic slant enhancement
The reasons for slant enhancement are somewhat controversial. The usual explanation is that whereas stereo mechanisms are insensitive to linear gradients or first derivatives of disparity (as are found in an isolated slanted surface) they are sensitive to changes in the gradient or higher-order derivatives of disparity as found in adjacent surfaces with different slants (Brookes & Stevens, 1989; Howard & Rogers, 2002) . Alternatively, with respect to perceived vertical axis slant for which the greater enhancement occurs (Gillam et al., 1988; Pierce, Howard, & Feresin, 1998) , it is held that whereas absolute slant may be poorly specified because of the ambiguity of the surface with respect to azimuth, relative slant (the difference in slant between two adjacent surfaces) is better specified (van Ee, Banks, & Backus, 1999; Mitchison & Westheimer, 1984) . Another less specific version of these views is that the presence of a ''visual reference surface'' such as a frontal plane enhances perceived slant (Allison & Howard, 2000; Allison, Howard, Rogers, & Bridge, 1998; van Ee & Erkelens, 1995; Pierce et al., 1998) . Fig. 1 . Schematic of the types of conditions used. The top and bottom rows illustrate ''twist'' stimuli, in which the test and inducer surface are offset in a direction collinear with the axis of rotation of the inducer. The middle two rows represent ''hinge'' stimuli. In this situation the test and inducer are offset in a direction orthogonal to the axis of rotation of the inducer. The middle two columns are simple stereograms to illustrate the transformations performed on each eyeÕs image to generate the stimuli. The final column shows an expanded view of the boundaries between the inducer and test panels with the left (grey) and right (white) eye images overlapping. It shows that a gradient of relative disparities (arrows) is present for the twist configurations, whereas relative disparity is constant for the hinge configurations.
There are however good reasons to think that the above accounts are inadequate. They all predict that the presence of a contiguous stereoscopically frontal plane surface will cause the same slant enhancement regardless of its location. This is by no means the case. Less enhancement is found when an abutting stereoscopically frontal plane surface is placed in a direction orthogonal to the axis of slant of a stereoscopically slanted surface (hinge configuration, see Fig. 1 ) than when it is placed in a direction collinear with the axis of slant (twist configuration, see Fig. 1 ). This was found by Gillam et al. (1988) using latency as a measure and Gillam, Blackburn, and Pianta (2000) , measuring degree of slant. This hinge/twist difference constitutes the second major anisotropy in the stereo gradient domain and is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since reference surfaces and second order disparities (spatial changes in the disparity gradient) are present in both hinge and twist configurations they cannot account for the anisotropy. Gillam et al. (1988) proposed that the critical factor for enhancement is the fact that relative horizontal disparities form a gradient along the boundary between the two adjacent surfaces in the twist configuration but do not in the hinge configuration. The meaning of a gradient of relative vertical disparities is spelled out below.
Gradient of relative horizontal disparities
Whereas absolute horizontal disparity is the measure of how far the two images of a single point deviate from corresponding retinal locations, relative disparity is the difference between the absolute horizontal disparities for two points. A slanted uniformly textured surface has a gradient of absolute horizontal disparity for successive points on the surface but the relative horizontal disparity for any two successive points remains constant to a close approximation across the surface. (For a detailed discussion of these issues see Mitchison & Westheimer, 1984; Gillam et al., 1988.) Relative horizontal disparities do form a gradient however for pairs of points spanning the boundaries of surfaces of different stereoscopically specified slants when the surfaces are separated in a direction collinear to the axis of slant to form a twist configuration (see Fig. 1 ). Surfaces separated in a direction orthogonal to the axis of slant, forming a hinge configuration, do not form such a gradient along their boundaries (see Fig. 1 ). In the hinge configuration, if the surfaces meet, there is a single change in relative horizontal disparity at the junction, and if they are separated in depth there is an additional step change in relative horizontal disparity from one surface boundary to the next. In neither situation do the relative horizontal disparities form a gradient as they do in the twist configuration. Gillam et al. (1988) argue that just as relative horizontal disparity provides the critical stimulus for perceiving stereo depth in isolated lines or objects while absolute disparity is ineffective (Erkelens & Collewijn, 1985; Gogel, 1963) , so are gradients of relative horizontal disparity more effective stimuli for perceiving stereo slant and curvature than gradients of absolute disparity. Gillam et al. (1984) referred to this effect as ''the boundary mode'' of achieving stereoscopic slant perception because for flat and opaque surfaces a gradient of relative horizontal disparities is only present at discontinuities in surface slant. It is important to note that a gradient of relative horizontal disparities across their boundaries does not inform about the absolute slants of two surfaces. Partitioning relative slant between the two absolute slants requires other information. This issue will be considered in the following discussion of slant contrast.
Slant contrast
Stereoscopic slant contrast is the opposite slant induced in a frontal plane ''test'' surface when placed adjacent to a surface with a stereoscopically specified slant (the inducer surface). Stereo contrast, by analogy with contrast in other domains, has been attributed to inhibitory interactions between slant detectors (Howard & Rogers, 2002) which implies perceptual repulsion of one surface from the other. However contrast may also result from normalisation. We use the term ''normalisation'' to refer to an apparent rotation of the inducer surface towards the frontal plane (which seems to serve as the norm in slant perception) with relative slant (the slant difference between the inducer and test surfaces) not affected. Under these conditions some of the relative slant is allocated to the test stimulus and seen as contrast (van Ee et al., 1999; Howard & Rogers, 2002) . This view of contrast is based on the fact that relative slant has greater strength, reliability or weighting than does absolute slant (Gillam et al., 1984 (Gillam et al., , 1988 van Ee et al., 1999) .
There are a number of stimulus factors that influence the degree to which the inducer surface normalises and contrast is seen in the test surface for a given relative slant. (a) The inducer surface will normalise more if it is larger than the test surface and especially if it surrounds the test surface. If these conditions are extreme, almost all the relative slant can be seen as contrast (van Ee et al., 1999) . (b) The presence of effective cues to absolute slant of the test or inducer reduces normalisation. For example Pierce et al. (1998) showed that horizontal axis slant, known to be seen more veridically in isolation than vertical axis slant, also normalises less. Perspective cues also have a strong influence. For a given relative slant, the stereoscopically slanted surface normalises less when it has perspective cues consistent with the stereo slant than when it does not (Sato & Howard, 2001; van Ee et al., 1999) . Gillam and Blackburn (1998) , investigating vertical axis slant, found that monocular occlusion/camouflage information about relative depth at the vertical edges of the inducing surface reduced its normalisation and decreased the contrast for the test surface while relative slant did not change. Perceived relative slant was actually considerably greater than the predicted slant indicating perceptual repulsion of the two surfaces, defined as a perceived slant difference greater than the predicted value (although measurement error is difficult to rule out when absolute values are to be interpreted). Gillam and Blackburn (1998) however, also found that this inflated perception of relative slant, while remaining constant across conditions, could be assigned differently to the inducer and test surfaces depending on the presence of occlusion information. Thus, slant repulsion and normalisation are not necessarily alternatives but may coexist to varying degrees. In the experiments of van Ee et al. (1999) relative slant was also greater than predicted slant, although their methods of measuring slant were different for test and inducing surfaces since it was not their goal to measure relative slant.
A useful quantitative analysis of the way cues interact to determine normalisation and contrast for a given relative slant is provided by van Ee et al. (1999) . These authors propose a cue-weighting model with the relative slant signal weighted very strongly; absolute slants depend on other cues present and the weighting function for each cue. Howard and Rogers (2002) proposed that when the inducer and test surfaces have similar properties (equal area, texture density, absolute slant cues, etc.) they will normalise as a pair; that is the relative slant will be divided equally between the two surfaces.
It is obvious from either of the above two accounts that the perceived relative slant itself should influence contrast even with the factors influencing normalisation remaining constant. Neither account considers the possibility that relative slant itself may vary with stimulus parameters. In support of this view Gillam and Blackburn (1998) found that the separation of the two surfaces forming a twist configuration, either in the plane of the rotation axis or in depth, reduces both perceived relative slant and slant contrast. It is however common to measure contrast and make inferences about its basis without measuring perceived inducer slant and thus without any index of perceived relative slant. This is the case in the seminal studies of Graham and Rogers (1982) and in the comprehensive experiment of van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) from which the first experiment to be described here is derived. van Ee and Erkelens varied the slant axis of the inducer, direction of the offset of the inducer and test surfaces (which were transparent), and the degree of offset, which ranged from overlapping to separated. They found an anisotropy of contrast similar to the anisotropy of slant enhancement discussed earlier (p. 3); there was a greater contrast effect when the test and inducer surfaces were offset in a direction collinear with the axis of slant (twist configuration) than when they were offset in a direction orthogonal to the axis of slant (hinge configuration). van Ee and Erkelens attribute the greater contrast for collinear offset to a greater possibility for normalisation when both test and inducer surfaces share a common axis of rotation. They argue that in this case the relationship between axes can remain intact when normalisation occurs. It is not possible however to judge from their data whether this account is correct because they did not measure the slant of the inducing surface. The direction of surface offset could be influencing perceived relative slant rather than normalisation. Our hypothesis is that this is indeed the case. Our arguments (p. 5) concerning the reasons for the twist-hinge anisotropy in slant enhancement apply equally well to contrast. To recapitulate, the twist configuration, for which the separation of test and inducing surface is in a direction collinear with the axis of slant, is a much more effective stimulus for relative slant than the hinge configuration for which the separation is orthogonal to the axis of slant, because of the presence in the former case of a gradient of relative horizontal disparities spanning the boundaries of the two surfaces. This hypothesis is supported by the contrast data of van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) for conditions in which the inducer and test surfaces overlapped. Contrast increased strongly for hinge configurations with overlap whereas for twist configurations it was close to the maximum without overlap. van Ee and Erkelens do not actually discuss the reason for the effect of overlap. Their findings can however be accounted for by our hypothesis. When a stereoscopically slanted and a frontal plane surface form a hinge configuration a gradient of relative disparity only occurs if they overlap, whereas for twist configurations the gradient is present without overlap. Indeed when the two surfaces of a hinge configuration overlap they form essentially a twist configuration in the overlapping region. Since we are dealing with overlapping stimuli we shall henceforth describe stimuli according to the direction of surface offset (collinear or orthogonal to the axis of slant), rather than as twist or hinge configurations.
Thus we suggest that both the anisotropy in slant contrast between the effects of collinear and orthogonal surface offsets and the increase in contrast with surface overlap for orthogonal separations have the same explanation: the increase in perceived relative slant that accompanies the presence of a gradient of relative horizontal disparities between the two surfaces. In Experiment 1 we tested this hypothesis by measuring not only contrast but also perceived inducer slant under conditions similar to van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) . From these measurements we could derive perceived relative slant. We used a different technique for measuring perceived slant from that used by van Ee and Erkelens, and much smaller stimuli (necessitated by our use of oscilloscopes to present the stimuli). These have the advantage however of presenting very precisely specified disparities.
Experiment 1
This experiment was conducted as a factorial design with two surfaces in each condition, one surface with a gradient of horizontal disparity consistent with slant and the other surface stereoscopically consistent with a frontal plane. The factors were as follows: (1) axis of stereoscopic slant (horizontal or vertical) (2) direction of slant (positive or negative), (3) direction of surface offset (collinear or orthogonal with respect to the axis of slant), (4) degree of surface overlap (zero or half) and (5) whether crosses/circles were on the test or inducing surface. In addition to the 32 factorial combinations described above there were four conditions of complete overlap (two axes and two directions of slant), making 38 conditions in all. Whereas van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) measured only perceived slant contrast, we measured the perceived slant of both the stereoscopically slanted surface and the stereoscopically frontal plane surface (contrast). We calculated perceived relative slant as the difference between these two (signed) values for each stimulus condition.
Method

Stimuli
The left and right eye stimuli were each generated on a Tektronix 608 oscilloscope with images plotted and displayed by a Cambridge D100 board in a PC. The left and right eye views were superimposed using front surface mirrors in a Wheatstone configuration. Optical distance and convergence distance were each carefully set to 67 cm. Each image was a 3.4°square area containing either circles or crosses. The reason for using square areas instead of the circular areas used in the experiment of van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) was that we wished to eliminate gradients of relative disparity entirely from orthogonally separated conditions with no overlap. With circles a gradient of relative disparity is present to some degree at the common boundary of the stimuli even for orthogonal separations (although much less than for collinear separations). One square (the inducing surface) always had a disparity gradient equivalent to a stereoscopic slant of approximately ±40°either around a vertical or horizontal axis. The other (the test surface) was stereoscopically equivalent to a frontal plane. The two surfaces were either completely overlapping (0°offset) or were offset orthogonally or collinearly by 1.7°(half overlap), or 3.4°(adjacent but with no overlap). Offsets were in both collinear and orthogonal directions relative to the axis of slant, which was always in the plane of the stereoscopically unslanted surface. Examples of stimuli used are shown as stereograms in Fig. 2. 
Procedure
There were four replications per condition for each of the 38 conditions. Slants of opposite sign were combined for data analysis making effectively eight replications per condition. The images were viewed in complete darkness. The observers recorded apparent slant of the designated surface by setting a monocularly viewed comparator (a pulley wheel from a childÕs erector set; pictured in Gillam et al., 1984) . This was placed just below the optical position of the surface. The comparator had good monocular cues, including a rod through the hub normal to the surface of the wheel. It had a diameter of 3.3°. The fact that the comparator was monocular ruled out any use of relative disparity cues between the surface to be judged and the comparator. There were two identical comparators: for one, slant around a horizontal axis could be manipulated: for the other, slant around a vertical axis. The comparators were painted with luminous paint and on each trial a UV light illuminated only the relevant comparator. The comparator and its use are described in Gillam and Blackburn (1998) . Bracketing of responses around the correct slant was encouraged in achieving an accurate setting.
Observers were asked to match the surface made up of circles first and the surface made up of crosses second. On half the trials the surface made up of circles was the inducer and on half the trials it was the test. These combinations were randomised within a run. The horizontal and vertical axis matches were made in two separate runs; these runs were counterbalanced ABBA or BAAB for alternate observers.
The response could not be initiated during the first two seconds in a trial, in order to allow time for a stereo percept to develop. Fixation was not required and presentation time was not limited. Observers terminated the matching process with a mouse click when they were satisfied that the monocular probe slant matched the slant of the surface.
Observers
There were 11 observers: eight were from the first year subject pool at the University of New South Wales and were completely naïve with respect to the experiment, two more senior students were also naïve; and one was an author (MJP).
Results
The data were sufficiently similar for all observers to average the results except for one subject who demonstrated many reversals (slant responses in the opposite direction from prediction) and whose data has been omitted from the averages. Fig. 3 shows mean perceived contrast (matched test slant) plotted as a function of the degree of offset of the surfaces for collinear and orthogonal directions. Vertical and horizontal axis slant are plotted separately. Zero along the x-axis represents complete overlap of the surfaces and 3.4°represents complete separation.
Perceived slant contrast
The results confirm van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) findings for contrast. When the surfaces were completely separated there was little contrast for orthogonal offsets with either vertical or horizontal axis slant, whereas contrast was considerable for collinear offsets, especially for vertical axis slant. As overlap was introduced, contrast increased markedly for orthogonal offsets but less so for collinear offsets. Orthogonal offsets only produced substantial contrast for the partially overlapping condition. In the completely overlapping conditions where the collinear/orthogonal distinction no longer applies, contrast was greatest, especially for vertical axis slant.
Unlike van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) we found generally greater contrast for vertical axis slant than for horizontal axis slant with collinear separations. For orthogonal separations contrast was similar for horizontal and vertical axis slant.
Perceived relative slant
As mentioned earlier, in order to explore the basis of the contrast effect it is necessary to examine perceived inducer slant and perceived relative slant (defined as the matched signed inducer response minus the matched signed test response). If normalisation is responsible for the variations obtained in contrast magnitude, perceived inducer slant should decrease as slant contrast increases (i.e., the relative slant should not change). Fig. 4 plots separately the matched inducer slant (large symbols) for the same conditions as Fig. 3 . Slant contrast is replotted on these graphs for comparison; the contrast values have been inverted and shifted vertically to match as closely as possible the inducer curves (small symbols). Again, the contrast data have been shifted and replotted on these graphs for comparison (small symbols). Predicted slant values are indicated by dotted lines in both figures. For horizontal axis slant, inducer and test (contrast) results match closely. The increase in perceived contrast with increasing overlap is matched by a decrease in perceived inducer slant. Likewise the greater perceived slant contrast for surfaces fully separated in a collinear direction is matched by a lesser degree of perceived inducer slant for the collinear compared with the orthogonal offset. Fig. 5 shows that there is essentially no difference in perceived relative horizontal axis slant with surface offset. Thus, all variations can be attributed to normalisation (i.e., rotation of both the inducer and test surfaces). The perceived relative slant is somewhat lower than the slant predicted from the disparity gradient.
For vertical axis slant, it is a different story. The larger perceived slant contrast for collinear as opposed to orthogonal separations and the effect of overlap on perceived relative slant are not matched by equivalent and inverse effects on perceived inducer slant and thus cannot be attributed to normalisation. Perceived inducer slant remains roughly constant across conditions. Perceived relative slant data (shifted and replotted for comparison) lay almost perfectly on the slant contrast data (see Fig. 5 ). This indicates that variations in vertical axis slant contrast in our experiment are entirely attributable to variations in the relative slant signal and not to normalisation. Thus our hypothesis concerning the basis of the variations in contrast found by van Ee and Erkelens (1996b) is confirmed for vertical axis slant. Interestingly, variations in perceived relative slant are almost entirely seen in the form of variations in slant contrast rather than variations in slant enhancement under the conditions we used. This finding suggests that normalisation is occurring along with changes in perceived relative slant. We are not arguing that no normalisation occurs for vertical axis slant but that differences in degree of normalisation cannot account for the collinear/orthogonal offset anisotropy, or the effect of overlap, as it does for horizontal axis slant.
It is striking that although perceived inducer slant was similar for both axes of slant, perceived relative vertical axis slant was much greater than perceived relative horizontal axis slant for twist configurations. We have argued elsewhere (Gillam et al., 1988 ) that for vertical axis slant, relative slant is more important than it is for horizontal axis slant because of the effectiveness of the shear transformation as a stimulus for absolute slant. However, it is also the case that the relative signals present for vertical and horizontal axis slant are not the same. While horizontal axis slant produces a shear transformation on the surface itself, the relative disparity gradient between the two surfaces along the direction of slant is a gradient of relative scale (see Fig. 1 ). Likewise, whereas vertical axis slant produces a scale transformation on the surface itself, the relative disparity gradient between the two surfaces, measured along the direction of slant is a gradient of relative shear (also see Fig. 1 ). It could be that the relative shear gradient is more effective at surface boundaries just as a shear transformation is more stereoscopically effective for an isolated surface. This conjecture remains to be tested.
It is also possible that our comparators were not equally effective at registering vertical and horizontal axis slants. Since they were monocular the perceived slant of both comparators depended on perspective cues and the rod indicating the surface normal. It thus seems unlikely that there would be major differences in their effectiveness. In Experiments 2 and 3 perceived slant settings were obtained for zero slant conditions for both comparators and there was little bias. Also in these experiments perceived slant for an isolated stereo slanted surface was consistently greater for horizontal axis slant, unlike the case with perceived relative slant data.
Finally, since perceived vertical axis relative slant for the complete overlap condition is greatly in excess of the predicted slant, it can be regarded not as more accurate than horizontal axis slant but as a repulsion. This will be discussed in the general discussion.
Another issue not yet discussed in detail is the effect of surface overlap. While for horizontal axis slant, overlap increased normalisation and had little effect on perceived relative slant, for vertical axis slant overlap strongly increased perceived relative slant, especially for the complete overlap condition, as noted above. Apart from this condition the effect of overlap can be reasonably well accounted for by the effect it has on the extent of the gradient of relative disparity. In other words it is not the amount (area) of overlapping texture that seems to be important but the proportion of the width of each surface for which a gradient of relative horizontal disparity was present. For example under conditions of half overlap (in which half the area of the inducing surface overlapped with the test surface), perceived relative slant was considerably greater for the collinear offset condition where there was a gradient of relative horizontal disparity across the entire horizontal extent of both surfaces than for the orthogonal offset condition where there was such a gradient across only half the horizontal extent of each surface. Also, the effect of half overlap compared to no overlap was larger for orthogonal offsets. In this case it introduced a gradient of relative disparity between the surfaces that was not present in the fully separated condition, whereas for collinear offsets it did not have this significance and the effect of overlap was less. These findings taken together point to the importance of a gradient of relative horizontal disparity. They do not support the possibility that the effect of overlap is attributable to an increase in the area of overlapping texture per se perhaps having the effect of increasing inhibitory interactions between different gradients of horizontal disparity.
We further examined the effect of overlap in Experiment 2 in which we kept the width of the disparity gradient constant and varied the proportion of texture overlap.
Experiment 2
In this experiment the same two surfaces were used as in Experiment 1. The gradient of relative horizontal disparity was kept constant at half the width of each surface by orthogonal offset (see Fig. 6 ) while the proportion of overlapping texture was varied from zero to half by offsetting the surface in a collinear direction as well. In addition a full overlap condition was included in which the gradient was present across the entire surface. If the extent of the relative disparity gradient was the critical factor, relative slant should not vary with area of texture overlap since the extent of the gradient was constant at half the width of each surface. If the amount of overlapping texture was important perhaps because of the simultaneous stimulation of disparity gradient detectors in the same region, slant should vary with increasing overlap in a collinear direction. Another feature of this experiment was inclusion of slant measurement for the test surfaces and inducer surfaces alone for each slant axis. This allows us to measure slant enhancement under the various conditions used.
Method and stimuli
The apparatus, general stimulus parameters and method were the same as those used in Experiment 1. Perceived slant was measured for both stereoscopically slanted surfaces and a stereoscopically frontal plane surface for both vertical and horizontal axis slants. However, in this experiment these surfaces had the same orthogonal separation (equivalent to the half overlap conditions used in Experiment 1), and thus the same gradient of relative disparity. The critical variable was the collinear separation that was added to the constant orthogonal separation. This produced different areas of texture overlap: no overlap, quarter overlap and half overlap. In addition we included a full overlap condition together with inducer alone and test alone conditions. These six conditions are illustrated for vertical and horizontal slant conditions in the icons at the bottom of the graphs in Fig. 6. 
Procedure
Two surfaces were presented on each trial: one with either a horizontal or vertical disparity gradient and one with disparities consistent with the frontal plane. They were generated and presented as in Experiment 1. Thirty two different combinations of test and inducer surfaces were defined by the following variables: axis of slant (horizontal or vertical), area of overlap (zero, a quarter, one half, or full as shown schematically in the icons at the bottom of Fig. 6 ), direction of gradient (positive or negative), and the patterns applied to the surfaces (the texture on the test surface was crosses in half of the trials and circles in the other half; the other pattern being applied to the inducer). Each combination was presented twice. Twelve different single surfaces were presented as well, twice each. A single surface was either without a disparity gradient (consistent with the frontal plane) or with a vertical or horizontal gradient, in one of two directions, and it was defined by one of two textures (circles or crosses). The total number of 88 trials was divided into four blocks, two with vertical and two with horizontal axes of slant, each block including one replication of each stimulus condition for a given axis. Vertical and horizontal blocks were alternated and usually completed within a single session, with 3-5 min break between them. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across the observers, and the order of trials within each block was random.
As in Experiment 1, observers were asked to match surface slant by adjusting the monocular probe. They matched both the test and inducer surfaces in each trial, with the test surface first in half of the trials.
Observers
Nine undergraduate students completed the experiment. They all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal stereoscopic vision on the Titmus test.
Results
The results are shown as mean perceived slants (inducer slant, test slant and relative slant) for each condition in Fig. 6 . Since positive and negative directions gave very similar results they have been combined after a change in sign. Conditions in which surfaces had the same half gradient but different areas of texture overlap demonstrated the same slant. Thus it was the horizontal extent of the gradient of relative horizontal disparities rather than the area of texture overlap that determined the relative slant. The conditions with zero area overlap and a quarter area overlap were just as effective as those with half area overlap. The results provide further support for the role of a gradient of relative disparity in producing slant enhancement and contrast. The results were otherwise similar to those of Experiment 1 for similar conditions. For horizontal axis slant the completely overlapping surfaces with a full relative disparity gradient showed greater contrast than the half-gradient surfaces but this indicated greater normalisation not greater relative slant. For vertical axis slant, the completely overlapping surfaces also demonstrated much greater contrast than half overlapping surfaces but as in Experiment 1 this was also accompanied by greater perceived relative slant and thus could not be attributed entirely to greater normalisation. Unlike Experiment 1, perceived relative slant for completely overlapping surfaces (vertical axis slant) was close to the predicted value rather than much greater than this value. It is not clear why this difference occurred for this different group of observers. For the inducer alone, perceived horizontal axis slant was greater than perceived vertical axis slant in line with previous findings (Gillam & Ryan, 1992) . If normalised to the zero settings obtained for the test surfaces alone the difference increases further between isolated vertical and horizontal axis slant. Comparison of the inducer alone conditions with the inducer plus test conditions show that there was considerable slant enhancement and is in line with previous findings that this enhancement was greater for vertical axis slant.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was conducted to investigate the effect the stereoscopically specified absolute slant of each surface has on the degree of perceived relative slant and on normalisation. In this experiment the two surfaces were transparent and fully overlapping in all conditions. The specified absolute slants of each surface in the pair were varied while maintaining a constant specified relative slant of approximately ±40°. This is unlike Experiments 1 and 2 in which only one surface was stereoscopically slanted while the other was stereoscopically consistent with the frontal plane. Absolute specified slants may be expected to influence perceived relative slant if there is a special role for the frontal plane. It is possible for example that slant repulsion [as found in Experiment 1 and in earlier experiments by Gillam and Blackburn (1998) ] can be attributed to an opponent process in which zero slant is encoded as a balance between positive and negative slant signals [such a possibility is raised by Graham and Rogers (1982) ]. Presentation of say a positive slant next to a zero slant surface may dampen the response of the positive slant channels leading to a negative bias in the perceived slant of the zero slant surface. The same difference in slant between two surfaces of balanced positive and negative slant would not lead to such a bias. The present experiment will allow this possibility to be tested. It should be noted however that such an opponent process could not explain the anisotropy between collinear and orthogonal surface separations.
If perceived relative slant does not vary with absolute values, this design allows an evaluation of contrast due to normalisation. The predictions are as follows. If it is the case that two surfaces at different slants normalise as a pair (Howard & Rogers, 2002) , all the pairs of surfaces should be seen at slants symmetric around the frontal plane (as for the ±20°pair). It is possible however that the more stereoscopically slanted surface will normalise to some degree increasing the apparent angle of the less stereoscopically slanted surface but not to complete symmetry between the two surfaces. This would indicate that there is information about absolute slant present, modifying the degree of normalisation. The slope of the function relating perceived slant to absolute slant should reveal the degree of normalisation. Of particular interest will be the differences in degree of normalisation between horizontal and vertical slant.
Methods and stimuli
The apparatus and the general stimulus parameters were the same as those used in Experiment 1. We measured the slant of each of two completely overlapping surfaces, one made up of circles and one of crosses. The relative slant specified by the disparity gradients was always 40°but there were 10 different combinations making up the 40°relative slant as follows for the cross and circle pairs, respectively: +40°, 0°; +30°, À10°; +20°, À20°; +10°, À30°; 0°, À40°; À40°, 0°; À30°, +10°; À20°, +20°; À10°, +30°; 0°, +40°. These combinations of stimuli were presented for both vertical and horizontal slant and with crosses and circles reversed for the two slants in half the conditions, making 40 conditions in all. The slants of each surface alone (without the second surface) were also measured for the 40°and 0°conditions.
Procedure
The same procedure and method of measuring slant was used as in the previous experiments. For each combination of surfaces, both surfaces were measured four times each. Horizontal and vertical axis slant were measured in separate sessions counterbalanced across subjects. Within each session the pairs were presented in random order.
Observers
There were 10 observers with normal stereoscopic vision as measured by the Titmus test. One was an author (MJP). Two had participated as observers in the other experiments but were not aware of the rationale or conditions of this experiment. The others were naïve.
Results
The results are shown in Fig. 7 , which plots the matched slant for each surface together with relative slant as a function of the theoretical mean slant. Theoretical mean slant is calculated by averaging the two absolute surface slants and can be thought of as the degree of rotation required for complete normalisation. It can also be thought of as a measure of the imbalance between the surface slants; the higher the theoretical mean value the greater the potential stimulus for normalisation. A number of different effects might occur. If there is no effect attributable to normalisation, perceived relative slant does not vary with perceived absolute slant, and no repulsion occurs, then the data should follow the dashed lines in Fig. 7 . If repulsion acts in isolation, independent of mean slant, the matched individual surface data should have unit slope (i.e., be parallel to the diagonal dashed lines) and the matched relative slant data should have zero slope (i.e., be parallel to the horizontal dashed line) but should be greater than the theoretical relative slant. Alternatively, if normalisation acts in isolation the individual surface data should have a shallower slope than the diagonal dashed lines and the perceived relative slant data should follow the horizontal dashed line. If both effects are observed the data will follow a combination of these result patterns.
For both axes of slant there was evidence of normalisation when the theoretical mean value was not zero; the matched slant was reduced for the surface with greater slant and was increased for the surface with less. This effect fell short of complete normalisation of the surfaces as a pair. The mean slopes of the best-fit lines were significantly shallower for the vertical axis slant data (0.34%, 95% confidence limits [0.25, 0.43]) than for the horizontal axis slant data (0.49%, 95% confidence limits [0.44, 0.54]) indicating greater normalisation for vertical axis slant. For isolated surfaces, perceived horizontal axis slant was greater than perceived vertical axis slant, in line with previous findings. This supports the suggestions of Rogers and Graham (1983) , and Gillam et al. (1988) that the shear transformation underlying perceived horizontal axis slant is more effective than the compression transformation underlying perceived vertical axis slant. As already indicated this difference may also account for the greater resistance of horizontal axis slant to normalisation. There was also evidence of repulsion for vertical axis slant in that perceived relative slant estimates were greater for this condition than the predicted relative slant. There was no repulsion evident for perceived horizontal axis slant. It is clear that neither perceived relative horizontal axis slant nor perceived relative vertical axis slant varied with the theoretical mean value. Thus there is no evidence for a repulsion process in which the frontal plane has a special status. In summary, perceived relative vertical and horizontal axis slant were both independent of the absolute slants involved.
General discussion
The experiments reported here show that while normalisation does occur and accounts for variations in contrast for horizontal axis slant, it cannot fully account for the variations in slant contrast for vertical axis slant. Relative vertical axis slant increased markedly when a second frontal plane surface provided a gradient of relative disparity either at the boundary between the two surfaces (as when they were separated in a direction collinear with the slant axis) or for overlapping surfaces offset in an orthogonal direction. The relative slant data for vertical axis slant and its close relationship to the degree of contrast strongly support the hypothesis that the greater contrast effect for surfaces either collinear with the rotation axis of the surface or orthogonal but overlapping is due to the gradient of relative disparity between the two surfaces. Our data do not support the claim that slant enhancement and contrast derive from the presence of second order disparities or reference surfaces. The arrangement of the two surfaces is critical.
Slant repulsion occurred for perceived vertical axis slant especially in Experiment 1 where perceived relative slant was considerably greater than the predicted slant of the inducer for conditions of complete overlap of the inducer and the test. This was not the case in Experiment 2 where relative vertical axis slant was closer to the predicted value. However it seems likely that perceived slant was underestimated in Experiment 2, since it was much lower than the predicted value for horizontal axis slant, which was not the case in Experiment 1. In line with Experiment 1, in Experiment 3 repulsion was present for vertical axis slant but not for horizontal axis slant. The reasons for slant repulsion are not clear. Inhibitory interactions between disparity gradient detectors (Howard & Rogers, 2002 ) cannot be responsible since the direction of surface separation and the degree of surface overlap (which do not alter disparity gradients) have such large effects. Since the repulsion occurred only for the complete overlap conditions it may also have something to do with integrating the positive and negative depth signals at the ends of the gradient of relative disparity on the opposite edges of the overlapping surfaces. Given that perceived vertical axis slant is more dependent on this relative information than perceived horizontal axis slant it may show more of an effect of any difficulty in using this information. This hypothesis is currently under investigation. The stereoscopic visual system is often represented as a hierarchy of processing, culminating in the representation of 3D shape in depth. At the bottom of the hierarchy are neurones in V1 that are selective for absolute disparities (Cumming & Parker, 1999) . Given the insensitivity of the stereo depth system to absolute disparity it is very interesting that at the next level of the hierarchy some of the neurones in V2 are selective for relative disparities (Thomas, Cumming, & Parker, 2002) , although often not fully controlled by this factor. It is believed that these signals are generated by spatial interactions between absolute disparity inputs from the classical receptive field and the non-classical surround. Even more interesting for the present studies, cells responding to disparity gradients are present at the upper levels of the dorsal and ventral processing streams, but also midway along both. Neurones sensitive to first order disparity gradients have been found in the middle temporal area MT (Nguyenkim & DeAngelis, 2003) and in parietal cortex (Taira, Tsutsui, Jiang, Yara, & Sakata, 2000; Tsutsui, Sakata, Naganuma, & Taira, 2002) . In general the emphasis is on the ability of these neurones to discriminate the orientation of the disparity gradient (surface orientation selectivity) rather than degree of rotation of the surface out of the frontal plane. It is possible that V4 may also contain these types of neurones (Hinkle & Connor, 2002) . Cells responsive to second order gradients (stereoscopic curvature) have also been found (Janssen, Vogels, Liu, & Orban, 2000) . So far, however, certain variables found important in the perception of slant, such as axis anisotropies and the degree of standing disparity relative to fixation, have not been reported as influencing gradient-selective cells under the conditions used (Tsutsui et al., 2002) . These effects may be too subtle to pick up with current neurophysiological techniques. The conditions underlying the phenomena studied here, such as enhancement and contrast as well as normalisation and the orthogonalcollinear separation anisotropy, require several adjacent or overlapping surfaces. While the effect of boundary versus surface gradients for single surfaces has been studied, these more complex phenomena have, to our knowledge, not yet been studied physiologically.
